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WHY IS GEMINATION CONTRAST PREVALENTLY BINARY?

INSIGHTS FROM MOROCCAN ARABIC

RACHID, RIDOUANE (LPP, CNRS & UNIV. SORBONNE NOUVELLE)
GIUSEPPINA, TURCO (LLF, CNRS & UNIV. PARIS DIDEROT)

Consonant gemination is predominantly arranged in two levels of length distinctions. Three-way length contrast is extremely rare, and languages with a four-way system are probably non-existent. The rarity of more than two-level distinctions may be related to phonetic implementation patterns which restrict speakers’ ability to produce such distinctions and/or listeners’ ability to perceive them. In this study we are concerned with the production restriction: Can speakers of a language produce up to four linguistically meaningful durational differences for the same consonants? This question is addressed by looking at the durational properties of Moroccan Arabic sequences opposing geminates (G) and singletons (S) across 6 contexts, theoretically yielding a four-way distinction at the postlexical level:
#S < #G, S#S < G#S, S#G < G#G. Instead of a four-way hierarchy, our production data show a limit of three-level distinctions: #S < #G=S#S=G#S < S#G=G#G. The factors accounting for the mismatch between phonological length and phonetic duration are discussed, and a working hypothesis is provided for why length contrast is prevalently binary.

Gemination, levels of contrast, Moroccan Arabic, Phonetic duration
A basic principle of human spoken language communication is phonological contrast: distinctions among discrete units that convey different lexical, grammatical or morphological meanings. Gemination, or length contrast for consonants, is one such distinction. It is contrastive in many languages around the world, in Africa (Bakwiri, Berber, Hausa, Wolof, etc.), Americas (Alabama, Buglere, Guna, etc.), Asia (Arabic, Bengali, Hindi, Japanese, Malay, Persian, Turkish, etc.), Europe (Danish, Finnish, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Saami, Swiss German, etc.), and Oceania (Arop-Lokep, Ngalakgan, Palauan, Wagiman, etc.). The overwhelming majority of these languages use no more than two degrees of length to lexically contrast singletons (or short consonants) and geminates (or long consonants), as in the Japanese minimal pair [saka] ‘slope’ vs. [sakka] ‘writer’, or in the Tashlhiyt pair [ks] ‘to pasture’ vs. [kks] ‘to take off’ (For a phonetic and phonological overview, see Ridouane 2010, Kubozono 2017).

The standard view of geminate representation in current phonological work encodes the contrast as a two-level distinction, in accordance with the commonly assumed view that lexical distinctions are maximally binary (Chomsky & Halle 1968, Prince 1980, Kaye et al. 1990). In a moraic weight representation, geminates are represented as being moraic while singletons are non-moraic (Hayes 1989, Davis 1994). In a prosodic timing representation, geminates are linked to two slots on the length tier while singletons are linked to one slot (Leben 1980, Clements & Keyser 1983; see Kenstowicz 1994 for a review).

The languages in which a three-level length contrast for consonants undoubtedly exists are extremely rare. This concerns exclusively the Finno-Urgic family, namely Estonian and Saami languages (Lehiste 1997, Bye et al. 2009), and the contrast is limited to intervocalic medial position. Languages with a four-way length contrast for consonants are probably non-existent. Why should this be? This question, which
involves foundational issues in the theory of phonological and phonetic grammars, has not been asked enough in work on gemination (see Kawahara & Braver (2014) on emphatic lengthening in Japanese consonants). The rarity of more than two-level distinctions for length may be related to phonetic implementation patterns which restrict speakers’ ability to produce such distinctions and/or listeners’ ability to perceive them (Kohler 2001, Remijsen & Gille 2008). In this study we are concerned with the production restriction: can speakers of a language produce up to 4 linguistically meaningful durational differences for the same consonants? This question is addressed by looking at how native speakers of Moroccan Arabic (MA) produce a set of sentences within which different combinations of singleton (S) and geminate (G) dental fricatives yield four postlexically contrastive V,C,n,V, sequences (where n = 1 to 4 degrees of length, as in [asa] vs. [assa] vs. [asssa] vs. [assssa]). The underlying autosegmental representations of these surface sequences are shown in (1).

(1) **The Autosegmental Representation of Target Dental Fricatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If MA speakers possess the phonetic control to produce the durational distinctions theoretically displayed by these representations, we should expect to observe the following four-level hierarchy: 

#S < #G = S#S < S#G = G#S < G#G.

---

1 It has been addressed in some detail concerning vowel length (Odden 2011; see Remijsen & Gille 2008 and the references therein for laboratory studies).
1 PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT

1.1 MATERIALS

In MA, surface geminates may arise from different sources. Tautomorphemic lexical geminates are given in the lexicon. They typically occur in word-medial and word-final position (e.g. [ʕass] ‘he chases’). Heteromorphemic geminates may arise either by concatenation of two identical consonants at word boundary (e.g. /rˁas#saf/ [ʁassaf] ‘the head of a hawk’), or word-initially by total assimilation of the definite article prefix /l-/ to a stem-initial coronal consonant (e.g. /l-saf/ > [ssaf] ‘the hawk’). Assimilated geminates are represented as two timing units associated with a single melodic unit, as in (1b). This is in line with the autosegmental account in which feature spreading and delinking give rise to multiply linked structures that are categorically identical to lexical geminates (Hayes 1986). Concatenated geminates are represented underlyingly as two timing slots each associated with a melodic unit, as in (1c). These “fake” geminates can be identical to “true” geminates (lexical and assimilated ones) in surface representation, as a result of “Tier Conflation” (McCarthy 1986).

The speech material used in this study combines these different types of geminates and singletons. We used 12 two-word phrases in 6 different contexts in order to have identical fricative consonant sequences that display a four-level length distinction: level 1 (#S), level 2 (#G and S#S), level 3 (S#G and G#S), and level 4 (G#G). We used singleton and geminate dental fricatives /s/ and /sˁ/ as target consonants, as they are most likely to be produced as one long uninterrupted frication noise (e.g. Lahiri & Hankamer 1988, Ridouane 2010). The target consonants occurred either at the initial position of the second word (e.g. [ha saf] ‘here is a hawk’ and [ha ssaf] ‘here is the hawk’), or at the final position of the first word and the initial position of the second

---

2 This is the case in Tashlihiyt, a language with which MA has been in contact for centuries and which resembles it in many respects (Boukous 2000). Lexical, assimilated and concatenated fricative geminates in this language are all produced with virtually the same uninterrupted noise durations (Ridouane 2010).
word (e.g. [ʕass saf] ‘he chases a hawk’ and [ʕass ssaf] ‘he chases the hawk’). Word-initial geminates ([#G]) are derived from total assimilation, and word-final geminates ([G#]) are given by the lexicon. In all the two-word phrases, the target consonants were always preceded and followed by the vowel [a].

(2) **List of MA sentences used in the production experiment. Target consonants are underlined**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>/s/</th>
<th>/ʃ/</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>#S</td>
<td>ha saf</td>
<td>ha ʃak</td>
<td>‘here is a hawk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>#G</td>
<td>ha ssaf</td>
<td>ha ʃʃak</td>
<td>‘here is the hawk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S#S</td>
<td>ra ʃ saf</td>
<td>qa ʃ ʃak</td>
<td>‘he touched a rucksack’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>S#G</td>
<td>ra ssaf</td>
<td>qa ssʃ ak</td>
<td>‘he touched the rucksack’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G#S</td>
<td>ss saf</td>
<td>xa ssʃ ak</td>
<td>‘a rucksack’s missing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>G#G</td>
<td>ss ssaf</td>
<td>xa ssʃ sʃ ak</td>
<td>‘the rucksack’s missing’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1.2 Participants**

Eleven native speakers of MA participated at the production experiment. Four speakers (4 males coded as P1-4) were recorded in a soundproof booth at the Laboratoire de Phonétique et Phonologie (CNRS/Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris). They originated from the city of Oujda and used MA on a daily basis. Seven speakers (1 male P9; 6 females P5, P6, P7, P8, P10, P11) were recorded in a quiet room at Ibno Zohr University (Agadir). They were Master students coming from different cities of Morocco (e.g. Casablanca, Essaouira). The age of the subjects ranged from 21 to 42 (mean=29, SD=8.5). All of the participants reported being able to speak Standard Arabic and French. Some participants also spoke English, and some could understand Tashlhiyt.
1.3 Procedure

The 12 sentences analyzed in this study were part of a list of 24 sentences. The twelve other sentences, not reported here, opposed dental stops /d/ and /dˁ/ in the same contexts. The sentences were presented in a randomized order on a laptop screen using the Latin script, commonly used by the university students. Participants were instructed in MA to produce each sentence at a normal speed for five times. We did not use filler sentences so as not to distract the participants from their task of making the sentence types distinct from one another. In case of hesitations, they were asked to read the sentence again. Before recording began, they were asked to read all the sentences to ensure that they were familiar with all the items and that they understood their task. The phrases produced were annotated at a phrase and segmental level using Praat 5.034 (Boersma & Weenink 2013).

(3) Waveform and spectrogram of the MA annotated sentence [xassˁ sˁak] "A rucksack is missing"

![Waveform and Spectrogram](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>χ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssˁ</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.220691</td>
<td>0.316616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acoustic measurements include absolute duration of the target fricatives as well as the ratio between fricative duration and preceding vowel duration (C/V ratio henceforth).
The C/V ratio was taken as a normalization measure that allows to account for speech rate changes (e.g. Pickett et al. 1999, Mitterer 2018). Non-temporal boundary cues were also investigated, and the presence or absence of schwas or pauses within the sequences was noted. The duration of the dental fricatives was based on the friction noise, delimited by the offset of the preceding /a/ and the onset of the following /a/. Preceding vowel duration was measured as the temporal interval between the onset and offset of F2 of the vowel (see Figure 3).

1.4 Statistical analyses

A linear mixed effects model was performed using R (R Core Team, 2018) with lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015). This model offers several advantages over traditional ANOVA, e.g. crossing the speakers and the items tested in the experiment, robusticity against missing data (for more details, see Cunnings (2012), among others). We tested two measures: (i) the relationship between the absolute duration (in milliseconds) of the target fricatives and sequence type (#S, #G, S#S, G#S, S#G, G#G) as fixed effect, and (ii) the relationship between the C/V ratio and sequence type (#S, #G, S#S, G#S, S#G, G#G) as fixed effect. As random effects, we modeled intercepts for speakers and items. Random slopes for the effect sequence type were also implemented to avoid high Type I error rate (cf. Cunnings 2012). P-values were estimated by using Satterthwaite approximations through the lmerTest()- function (Kuznetsova et al. 2014). Main effects of the predictor were tested by comparing the model containing a certain factor with a model that did not contain that particular factor based on Likelihood ratio test. Finally, R^2 values associated to each model were calculated by using the r.squaredGLMM()-function (library MuMIn) providing R squared values (R^2c) associated with the fixed effect and those ones with fixed and random effects (R^2m).
2 RESULTS

2.1 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Two adjacent dental fricatives were produced in 94% of the cases as one long uninterrupted frication noise, regardless of the singleton/geminate nature of the combined consonants (see Table (4), and an illustration in Figure (3) above). In the remaining 38 cases, the acoustic signal showed the presence of either a schwa, a pause, or a significant lowering of the amplitude between the two adjacent fricatives. Thirty-seven of these 38 cases concerned S#G and G#G, showing that these two sequences pattern together at the qualitative level (see below for their quantitative patterning). An example illustrating the presence of a schwa within a G#G sequence is shown in Figure (5).

(4) PRODUCTION OF TARGET FRICATIVES AS A FUNCTION OF SEQUENCE Type (occ. = occurrences).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF PRODUCTION</th>
<th>NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES</th>
<th>TYPE OF SEQUENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uninterrupted frication noise</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>S#S (109 occ.), #G (110), G#S (110), #S (110), S#G (94), G#G (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervening schwa</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>G#G (18 occ.), S#G (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervening Pause</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>G#G (2 occ.), S#S (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude lowering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>G#G (1 occ.), S#G (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Quantitative Analysis

The model containing the absolute duration of dental fricatives as dependent variable shows a main effect of sequence type ($\chi^2(5)=49, p<.0001, R^2_m=0.72, R^2_c=0.83)$:

- As expected, [#S] is significantly shorter than all the other sequence types. It is shorter than [#G] ($\beta_G=85.80, SE=4.98, t=17.21, p<.0001)$, [S#S] ($\beta_{SS}=89.72, SE=5.14, t=17.46, p<.0001)$, [G#S] ($\beta_{GS}=104.75, SE=9.72, t=10.78, p<.0001)$, [S#G] ($\beta_{SG}=159.79, SE=9.47, t=16.87, p<.0001)$, and [G#G] ($\beta_{GG}=175.71, SE=9.60, t=18.30, p<.0001)$.
- As also expected, and already reported on previous work on MA geminates (Yeou et al. 2008, Zeroual et al. 2008), the duration of [#G] is not significantly different from the duration of [S#S] ($p=.6$). This supports their identical representation as two slots at the timing tier (see 1 b, c above).
The duration of [#G] is not significantly different from the duration of [G#S] ($p = .5$). But [#G] is significantly shorter than [S#G] ($\beta_{SG} = 73.99$, $SE = 10.03$, $t = 7.37$, $p < .0001$) and [G#G] ($\beta_{GG} = 89.91$, $SE = 11.07$, $t = 8.12$, $p < .0001$). Similarly, the duration of [S#S] is significantly shorter than [S#G] ($\beta_{SG} = 70.07$, $SE = 9.97$, $t = 7.02$, $p < .0001$) and [G#G] ($\beta_{GG} = 85.98$, $SE = 9.14$, $t = 9.40$, $p < .0001$).

The patterning of [S#G] and [G#G] results at the quantitative level as well since [S#G] is not significantly shorter than [G#G] ($p = .2$).

In sum, the statistical analysis of the absolute duration measurements shows that MA speakers can distinguish up to three levels of length. This is summarized in Figure (6).
Looking at each speaker individually (Figure 7), one clear pattern is shared by all speakers: a non-overlapping durational difference between singletons on the one hand, and the other sequence types on the other hand. This large and systematic difference in duration between [#S] and the other sequence types suggests a clear preference for a binary length contrast (see also Kawahara & Braver 2014).
Another clear pattern is that in none of the speakers’ productions there is a four-way durational contrast. Instead, most of the speakers (P1, P2, P3, P5, P8-11) produced three length distinctions. Overall, these three levels reflect the same ranking displayed in Figure (6), i.e. #S < #G, S#S, G#S < S#G, G#G (most notably for P1, P5, P8, P9, P10). Unlike the other subjects, P4 shows an almost binary distinction between the singleton context on the one hand and the other sequences on the other hand ($\beta_s=-107$, $SE=13.6$, $t=-7.86$, $p<.0001$). The other two subjects (P6 and P7) exhibit what looks like a gradual
rather than a categorical distinction.

In addition to absolute duration, we also measured the ratio of fricative duration to preceding vowel duration (C/V ratio duration). The results, shown in Figure (8), display the same hierarchy observed for absolute duration measurement.
Consonant/vowel ratio duration as a function of sequence type. Whiskers represent standard errors.

The linear mixed effects model containing the C/V ratio as dependent variable also shows a main effect of sequence type ($\chi^2(5)=40.1$, $p<.0001$, $R^2_m=0.52$, $R^2_c=0.68$):
• [#S] is significantly shorter than all the other sequence types: [#G] (β_G = 0.91, SE = 0.07, t = 11.85, p < .0001), [S#S] (β_SS = 1.02, SE = 0.13, t = 7.66, p < .0001), [G#S] (β_GS = 1.03, SE = 0.11, t = 8.64, p < .0001), [S#G] (β_SG = 2.08, SE = 0.25, t = 8.34, p < .0001), and [G#G] (β_GG = 2.02, SE = 0.15, t = 13.24, p < .0001).
• [#G] is significantly shorter than [S#G] (β_SG = 1.16, SE = 0.25, t = 4.70, p < .01) and [G#G] (β_GG = 1.10, SE = 0.16, t = 6.91, p < .0001), but it is not significantly shorter than [S#S] (p = .5) and G#S (p = .4).
• Similarly, [S#S] is significantly shorter than [S#G] (β_SG = 1.06, SE = 0.17, t = 6.20, p < .0001) and [G#G] (β_GG = 1.01, SE = 0.14, t = 7.03, p < .0001), but it is not significantly shorter than [#G] (p = .5) and G#S (p = .9).
• Again, [S#G] and [G#G] pattern together as they are not significantly different from one another (p = .7).

To sum up, the current study presents experimental data showing that MA speakers have the ability to produce more than two-level distinctions of length. However, this ability is limited to three levels, as none of the measures used (absolute duration and C/V ratio duration)\(^3\) yielded a four-way distinction.

### 3 Discussion

The goal of this study was to determine how MA native speakers maintain length contrast between categories that postlexically display a four-way distinction. Given the six sequences examined, one should ideally observe the following pattern with four levels of length: #S < S#S = #G < S#G = G#S < G#G. This matching between phonological length and phonetic duration was not observed; implying that contrastive length does not automatically translate into corresponding phonetic durations, and that

---

\(^3\) We also performed a further rate normalization analysis by dividing the duration of the consonant on the duration of the whole phrase (e.g., [ha ssaf]). The linear mixed effects model yielded the same results. The output of the model is presented in the Appendix 1 and 2.
durational differences are not of a linear type (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4 time units).

In addition to intrinsic segment durations and effects of syllable structure (open or closed), several factors and constraints, such as higher-level prosodic domains, can jointly affect consonant duration (Fougeron & Keating 1997, Picket al. 1999, Keating et al. 2003). Among these factors, word-initial strengthening may explain why sequences with word-initial geminates ([S#G], [G#G]) are longer and pattern differently from the other consonant sequences (see Figure 5 showing that [G] is longer in word-initial position compared to word-final position). Note, however, that because our data contain fricatives produced as one long frication noise, it is not possible to determine the exact boundary between adjacent segments, and thus evaluate on solid grounds the effect of word position on segment duration. Clearly, initial strengthening alone cannot account for the temporal reorganization observed. For example, it does not explain why [G#G] is not longer than [S#G], neither why [S#S] is not significantly shorter than [G#S].

The important theoretical implication of this study is that MA speakers are able to produce clear and significant differences between three degrees of length. This suggests that the rarity of three-level distinctions may not be related to production restrictions alone (see also Remijisen & Gille 2008, Kawahara & Braver 2014). Importantly, the amount of differences between these degrees goes well beyond the just noticeable difference (JND) for segment duration. JND for consonant duration is approximately 20 ms according to Klatt (1976) and 25 ms according to Klatt & Cooper (1975). Applying a threshold level of 20 ms to our data yields the three same observed distinctive categories: #S (123 ms) < #G (209) = S#S (212) = G#S (227) < S#G (280) = G#G (299).

As a reviewer pointed out, the three-level distinctions observed in this experiment

---

4 JND for consonant duration lies between 10 ms and 40 ms according to Lehiste (1970), and does not exceed 10 ms according to Creelman (1962) and Fujisaki et al. (1975). One problem in these studies, according to Klatt (1976: 1219) is that ‘the same segment, word, or sentence is played over and over again, allowing participants to build up a very stable psychological reference pattern against which to judge changes in duration’.
may be a function of a laboratory task. Because the phrases we used differed minimally from one another and there were no fillers, participants deliberately enhanced the length distinctions, a strategy which they would probably not use in everyday speech. This is interesting as it suggests that even when the subjects are aware of the task (i.e. make the sentence types distinct from one another), they still have trouble implementing a four-way distinction. The fact that four degrees of length are almost never used is thus most probably related to restrictions on speakers’ ability to produce such distinctions, presumably because they involve too much crowding in the duration space. This restriction at the production level may as well explain why longer sequences ([G#S] and [G#G]) pattern at the qualitative level as well, and are more frequently produced with an intervening pause or schwa.

If three degrees of length are possible from the point of view of articulation, why then are such systems extremely rare? The answer may be that three-level length systems are difficult to perceive without supplementary attributes. These supplementary attributes may need to have implications not just for the target consonants but also for most if not all of a form’s phonetic shape. This fact may explain why three-level length contrast is limited to intervocalic medial position: in more than two degrees, the locus of phonological length should go beyond the consonant to the surrounding vowels, the foot or the entire word. Because the acoustic differences between three degrees of length for the same consonant are insufficiently great, risking confusion, the additional supplementary cues need to be introduced in order for listeners to reliably recover the contrast. This is more so when the contrast is used at the lexical level, distinguishing otherwise similar words, as in Estonian and Saami languages. In Saami, for example, the relative durations of adjacent vowels and the target consonant play an important role in acoustically signaling the three-level distinctions between short, long or overlong consonants (Engstrand 1987, Bye et al. 2009, Fangel-Gustavson et al. 2014). Similarly, consonant length contrast in Estonian has to be supplied by additional cues that go beyond the consonant. In this language the difference between the three series is
acoustically cued – in addition to target segment duration – via an interplay of prosodic parameters, such as stress and pitch; and duration alone is not salient enough for native speakers to recover the contrast between the three categories (Engstrand & Krull 1994, Lehiste 1997, Lippus et al. 2007). While listeners can discern short from long when having access to only the first syllable of a disyllabic sequence, both syllables are needed in order to perceive the difference between long and over-long (Eek & Meister 1997).

As future work, we would like to examine whether MA native listeners can perceptually distinguish between the three levels of length produced in this study. We speculate that native listeners will encounter more difficulty to discriminate between levels 2 and 3, although the amount of duration differences between these levels goes well beyond the JND for segment duration.

**CONCLUSION**

The current study investigated the durational properties of Moroccan Arabic sequences of singleton and geminate dental fricatives across word boundaries in six different contexts ([#S], [#G], [S#S], [G#S], [S#G], and [G#G]). At the postlexical level, these sequences display a four-way length contrast. Production data from eleven speakers showed that these timing units related maximally to three significantly different duration categories. We discussed the mismatch between phonological and phonetic length, and argued that the non-existence of quaternary systems may be due to restrictions of speakers’ ability to produce such fine-grained distinctions. The rarity of three-level distinctions for length is not related to production restrictions, but probably to limitations on speakers’ ability to perceptually recover such distinctions. Because the acoustic differences between three degrees of length for the same consonant are insufficiently great, it is hypothesized that more supplementary cues going beyond the consonant have to be introduced in order for listeners to reliably recover the contrast.
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The results from the linear mixed effects model containing the consonant/phrase duration (taken as a speech rate normalization measure) as dependent variable are in line with those of absolute duration and C/V ratio duration (see also Figure 9 in Appendix 2):

- #S is significantly shorter than all the other sequence types: #G ($\beta_G = 0.11, SE = 0.01, t = 12.62, p < .0001$), S#S ($\beta_{SS} = 0.11, SE = 0.01, t = 10.71, p < .0001$), G#S ($\beta_{GS} = 0.10, SE = 0.01, t = 9.57, p < .0001$), S#G ($\beta_{SG} = 0.18, SE = 0.02, t = 8.78, p < .0001$), and G#G ($\beta_{GG} = 0.19, SE = 0.01, t = 16.28, p < .0001$).
- #G is significantly shorter than S#G ($\beta_{SG} = 0.06, SE = 0.01, t = 3.72, p < .05$) and G#G ($\beta_{GG} = 0.07, SE = 0.01, t = 6.40, p < .0001$), but it is not significantly shorter than S#S ($p = .9$) and G#S ($p = .4$).
- S#S is significantly shorter than S#G ($\beta_{SG} = 0.06, SE = 0.01, t = 4.50, p < .01$) and G#G ($\beta_{GG} = 0.07, SE = 0.01, t = 7.65, p < .0001$), but it is not significantly shorter than #G ($p = .9$) and G#S ($p = .3$).
- S#G is not significantly shorter than G#G ($p = .3$).
APPENDIX 2

(9) **Consonant/Phrase duration as a function of sequence type. Whiskers represent standard errors**
DISCUSSION WITH AVIAD ALBERT

(UNIVERSITY OF KÖLN)


This paper uses a simple and effective methodology to investigate a complex question about the discretization of length contrasts in consonants. The authors address this question from the production point of view, capitalizing on the presence of geminates in Moroccan Arabic, and the tendency of MA speakers to produce two concatenated identical singletons on a par with similar geminates (a fact that was strikingly demonstrated in the results of the experiment). The experimental design is thus simple and effective, allowing the authors to test 4 potential levels of length, as intended, using the contexts S (1) G and S#S (2), S#G G#S (3) and G#G (4), where S=singleton and G=geminate.

The simplicity of the design, however, cannot justify the small amount of subjects (N=11). The current sample-size of the experiment is too weak for inferences that are based on small and sometimes inconsistent effects (see fig. 7). Therefore, although the overall results seem to confirm the authors' conclusions, they should be taken with a grain of salt. This small sample size is however enough to support some important and intriguing points:

1. It supports the methodology given the very consistent patterning of G and S#S types (and the consistent difference they maintain from S types).
2. It supports the hypothesis that 4 discrete levels of consonantal length are probably not plausible.
3. It shows a very consistent trend in which G#S is shorter than S#G (often categorically so, as they pattern with different contexts) although they should both reflect the duration of 3 units.

These issues, and especially the last point (3) deserve some attention. All in all, It seems like MA speakers tend to combine durations of concatenated identical units, mostly preserving the underlying length of lexical items. It also seems safe to assume that there is essentially one potential ad-hoc length extension in a given language, which is distinctively longer that the longest type in the ambient grammar, and as the authors of the study show, in MA, that means that 3 distinct levels may be achieved ad hoc (while in languages with no geminates, we should expect only 2 length distinctions to emerge in such manners).

Interestingly, the unexplained difference between S#G and G#S contexts may be understood as the result of a negotiation between phonology and semantics. The paper found that S#G (1+2) patterns with G#G (2+2) while G#S (2+1) patterns with S#S (1+1). This is surprising on the outset because S#G and G#S should result in a similar durations (and G#G contexts should be expected to pattern with them if languages, indeed, allow only one ad-hoc extension of length distinctions). With that in mind, it is important to note the examples in Table 2: The difference in contexts where the second member is either a singleton or a geminate — G#S vs. G#G, and S#S vs. S#G — changes only the definiteness of the object article, renderring these pairs as semantically very similar, such that without any supporting context they can be disambiguated almost exclusively by duration distinctions. It is therefore maybe not a surprise that speakers kept these pairs apart, patterning S#G with G#G on the one hand, and patterning S#S with G#S on the other hand, essentially in order to reduce semantic ambiguity via phonology, where no other device is available.
This paper addresses an important question in phonology: why is there an upper limit on the number of length contrasts that consonants exhibit? Most languages with a contrast exhibit a two-way distinction between singleton and geminate. Crucially, however, only a few languages exhibit a three-way distinction, and, as the authors note, languages exhibiting a four-way distinction are “probably non-existent.”

This limitation may plausibly arise from perceptual and/or production constraints. Perhaps, for example, it is simply not possible for speakers to reliably produce three or four different consonant lengths. The authors test this latter hypothesis in a production study of Moroccan Arabic (MA), which has heteromorphemic singletons and geminates in the lexicon, as well as tautomorphemic geminates created by either assimilation or juxtaposition across word boundaries. The design of their study is clever, because it essentially creates a four-way distinction in length by juxtaposing these MA singletons and geminates across word boundaries.

Using data collected from eleven speakers producing sentences with target consonant [s] or [sˤ], the authors conducted analyses on absolute duration of the target consonant, as well as normalized duration (ratio of fricative to preceding vowel). In both analyses, only three out of the possible four distinctions are realized. On this basis, the authors suggest that the typological rarity of three-level distinctions is probably not related to production constraints, and instead arises from perceptual constraints.

To pursue this idea further, it will be important to consider the presence of secondary perceptual cues. Previous studies have demonstrated that listeners use cues from pitch,
amplitude, or spectra of surrounding vowels to make judgments of consonant duration (e.g., Abramson, 1992, 1999, 2003; Payne, 2005; Ridouane, 2007 to name just a few). In their discussion section, the authors mention cues of this nature. But it is not yet clear why, if such cues are often present in languages with length distinctions, they could not support more systems with three-level contrast. It would also be important to examine whether or not such cues were indeed present in the current production data from MA speakers; this would affect our interpretation of the authors’ results.

In interpreting the results of the current study, it is also important to bear in mind that speakers typically adjust their productions to the communicative context. For example, previous studies have shown that phonetic implementation may vary as the result of the instructions that participants are given, and/or the contrasts that are brought to their attention (de Jong, 2004; de Jong & Zawaydeh, 2002; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2008). In a production study of Arabic, for example, de Jong and Zawaydeh (2002) reported that participants enhanced the duration difference between short and long vowels when the target word was placed in contrastive focus with a word that differed minimally in vowel length. Importantly, however, they did not enhance this difference when the target word was placed in contrastive focus with a word that did not differ minimally.

In the current study, the authors do not mention any specific communicative task that was given to participants, other than to “read each sentence at a normal speed”. Given this procedural setup, the study’s results could potentially be either an over-estimate or an under-estimate, a point which the authors briefly acknowledged in their discussion section.

On the one hand, because the sentences differed minimally from one another in target consonant length (e.g., [ʕass saf] ‘he chases a hawk’ for level 3 versus [ʕass ssaf] ‘he chases the hawk’ for level 4) and no fillers occurred to distract participants from length contrasts, the participants may have understood that their task was to deliberately implement detectable differences among the various sentences. If that is the case, then the three-way distinction reported by the authors may be strictly a function of a
laboratory task, and we might expect to find fewer actual distinctions in everyday speech.

On the other hand, the three-way distinction reported by the authors may underestimate the participants’ production ability. If the experimenters had explicitly instructed them to ensure that the sentence types were distinct from one another, participants could potentially have implemented a four-way distinction. Follow-up studies could examine this issue by varying the instructions provided to participants.